Odisha State Civil Supplies Corporation Ltd.
C/2, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar-751012

CORRIGENDUM-I
RFP For Supply of Qualified Data Entry Operators for smooth functioning of RCMS Centers At 375 Block/ULB Level & 30 Centers At DGRO

Ref : RFP No.02/FS&CW/2018 dated 18.06.2018

The para detailed in the advertisement text published in the news papers ('The Samaj', 'The Sambad' & 'The Times of India') on dated 18.06.2018 i.e “Request for Proposals are invited from interested bidders being registered under Companies Act-1956 and having valid registration certificates and eligibility as per the criteria in the RFP published in the official website www.foododisha.in, www.oscsc.in, www.odisha.gov.in for operation of RCMS Centres located at Block headquarters and Urban Local Bodies & one Centre at each DGRO as identified by the State of Odisha”, may be read as “Request for Proposals are invited from interested bidders being registered under Companies Act-1956 or any other legal entity registered in India and having valid registration certificates and eligibility as per the criteria in the RFP published in the official website www.foododisha.in, www.oscsc.in, www.odisha.gov.in for operation of RCMS Centres located at Block headquarters and Urban Local Bodies & one Centre at each DGRO as identified by the State of Odisha”.
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